-----Original Message----From: Sellwood, Nick [mailto:Nick.Sellwood@nationaltrust.org.uk]
Sent: 30 April 2013 13:04
To: Campbell, Jenny (NE)
Subject: FW: Another HLS quote please - Burbage helicopter flying for gully
blocking
Hi Jenny
This is the last quote. Looking at it, it appears to be a price per unit
rather than an estimated cost for the whole job.
I have emailed them for a proper quote and will get back to you when I know
more
Cheers
-----Original Message----From: Armstrong, Helen
Sent: 03 April 2013 14:02
To: Sellwood, Nick
Subject: FW: Another HLS quote please
Quote 2 of 3
-----Original Message----From: ian.innes [mailto:ian.innes@pdghelicopters.com]
Sent: 29 March 2013 12:18
To: Armstrong, Helen
Subject: Re: Another HLS quote please
Good Morning Helen,
Further to our earlier enquiry re Burbage, please find our quote attached.
Regards
Ian Innes
PDG Helicopters
www.pdghelicopters.com
Tel: +44 (0)1667 464400
Mobile: +44 (0)7889179555
Fax: +44 (0)1667 462376
E-Mail: ian.innes@pdghelicopters.com

Hi Ian,
We've not yet heard back about our HLS applications for which you kindly
supplied several quotes. However we're putting another HLS application in for

Burbage and Houndkirk Moor, and it would be useful if you could provide us
with a quote for lifting some stone for gully blocking.
The attached map shows the location of lift and drop sites for 250T stone
which will be bagged and prepared on a large layby at the side of the road
(opposite the site). In reality, we'll be building dams along the length of
the grip you can see on the map, but for the purposes of the quotation, I've
just picked a point in the middle.
I would be grateful if you could return this quotation to me by Wednesday 10th
April.
Hope you have a happy Easter break.
Helen Armstrong
Project Officer - Peak District
01433 670 908
07767 338 982
t National Trust
(I work Wed - Fri)

From: Sellwood, Nick [mailto:Nick.Sellwood@nationaltrust.org.uk]
Sent: 30 April 2013 12:36
To: Campbell, Jenny (NE)
Subject: FW: Another HLS quote - Burbage heli-lifting
Second of 3 quotes
From: Armstrong, Helen
Sent: 03 April 2013 14:02
To: Sellwood, Nick
Subject: FW: Another HLS quote please
Quote 1 of 3

From: STUART RING [mailto:stuart.ring@tiscali.co.uk]
Sent: 29 March 2013 08:39
To: Armstrong, Helen
Subject: Re: Another HLS quote please

Helen
Based on the Huey lifting 1.8 tons say two bags at approx 900kgs each and not
taking into account any traffic management that may be required,
£
plus vat to move the 250 tons.
Kind regards
Stuart
----- Original Message ----From: Armstrong, Helen
To: 'Stuart RIng'
Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2013 2:10 PM
Subject: Another HLS quote please
Hi Stuart,
We've not yet heard back about our HLS applications for which you kindly supplied several quotes.
However we're putting another HLS application in for Burbage and Houndkirk Moor, and it would be
useful if you could provide us with a quote for lifting some stone for gully blocking.
The attached map shows the location of lift and drop sites for 250T stone which will be bagged and
prepared on a large layby at the side of the road (opposite the site). In reality, we'll be building dams
along the length of the grip you can see on the map, but for the purposes of the quotation, I've just
picked a point in the middle.
I would be grateful if you could return this quotation to me by Wednesday 10th April.
Hope you have a happy Easter break.

Helen Armstrong
Project Officer - Peak District
01433 670 908
07767 338 982
t National Trust

(I work Wed - Fri)

From: Sellwood, Nick [mailto:Nick.Sellwood@nationaltrust.org.uk]
Sent: 30 April 2013 12:36
To: Campbell, Jenny (NE)
Subject: Quote for helicopter costs for lifting g blocking materials at Burbage HLS
Hi Jenny
See below one of 3 quotes for lifting the stone onto Burbage Moors for the gullyblocking. This is to
deliver ‘Proposal 1’’ – blocking each of the 8 side drains, and the top 500m of the 2 main drains (250
tonnes of stone in all)
Other quotes to follow
Cheers, Nick
From: Armstrong, Helen
Sent: 03 April 2013 14:03
To: Sellwood, Nick
Subject: FW: Another HLS quote please
Quote 3 of 3

From: JULIA [mailto:julia@penninehelis.co.uk]
Sent: 01 April 2013 12:28
To: Armstrong, Helen
Subject: RE: Another HLS quote please

Hi Helen
Many thanks for your invitation to quote for the airlift of stone for gully blocking.
Our fixed price would be £
plus Vat and as always is inclusive of the loan of any helibags required, ground crew for hooking-on purposes, ground support vehicle with fire and
rescue facilities, together with a specialist aviation fuel bowser, all necessary certified strops
etc., ground to air radios for your staff, insurance, and preparation of Safety Policy and Risk
Assessment.
If the job was interrupted by deteriorating weather conditions, there would be no additional
charge due to poor weather, the helicopter would merely return to base and the job would
resume as soon as it was convenient / suitable to do so.
If you have any queries please do not hesitate to contact either Chris or myself.

Bye for now.
Kind regards
Julia
Pennine Helicopters Ltd
Oakdene Farm
Saddleworth
Greater Manchester
OL3 5LU
T 01457 820152
F 01457 820153
www.penninehelis.co.uk
www.facebook.com/penninehelis
www.twitter.com/penninehelis
www.penninehelis.wordpress.com

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and the information it contains is intended solely for the individual or entity to whom it
is addressed. It may contain privileged and confidential information that is exempt from disclosure by law and if you are not the
intended recipient, you must not copy, distribute, forward, re-direct or take any action in reliance on it. If you have received this
e-mail in error, please contact our office immediately by telephone (01457 820152) and delete this message.

From: Armstrong, Helen [mailto:helen.armstrong@nationaltrust.org.uk]
Sent: 28 March 2013 14:09
To: 'JULIA'
Subject: Another HLS quote please
Hi Julia,
We've not yet heard back about our HLS applications for which you kindly supplied several quotes.
However we're putting another HLS application in for Burbage and Houndkirk Moor, and it would be
useful if you could provide us with a quote for lifting some stone for gully blocking.
The attached map shows the location of lift and drop sites for 250T stone which will be bagged and
prepared on a large layby at the side of the road (opposite the site). In reality, we'll be building dams
along the length of the grip you can see on the map, but for the purposes of the quotation, I've just
picked a point in the middle.
I would be grateful if you could return this quotation to me by Wednesday 10th April.
Hope you have a happy Easter break.

Helen Armstrong
Project Officer - Peak District
01433 670 908
07767 338 982
t National Trust
(I work Wed - Fri)

